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Of the GOO,QOO,OOC tons of coal mined in 1897, Great
4
Britain supplied thirty-four per cent,, the United States thirty
and Germany eighteen per cent.(i). Of this hone production of
180,000,000 tone Pennsylvania supplied 54, goo, 000 tone or thirty
per cent; Illinois, 20,000,000 tons or eleven per cent.; Vest
Virginia, 14,300,000 tons or seven per cent,, and Ohio 12,200,000
tons or six par cent, (2). fe say that Illinois produced
20,000,000 tons in 1S97, that is, it is equal to the anount pro-
duced in 189G by all the other countries except Great Britain,
United States, Gnrnany, Prance, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Russia
and Japan, or in other rzords Illinois produced alnost twice as
much coal as Russia which ranks seventh in the list of the great-
est coal producing countries (2),
Bclovr is given a table showing the coal-mining statis-
tics of Illinois for the years 1882 to 1807 inclusive:-
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This enormous consumption "by no moans accmatoly repre-
sents the amount of energy actually used for domestic, and. indus-
trial purposes. It is by no moans mailing an exaggerated Gtate-
mont if we say that the amount of energy utilized is never as much
as ten pel cent. of the entire energy represented by the coal.
But three per cent. of the energy in our coal-beds is ever realised
for useful work (S)« How is all this waste brought about? The
causes are numerous and can be classified thus :-
(1) . Loss in mining,
( a ) In the mine
(b) Culm
( c ) Slack
(2) . Loss in combustion,
(a) Imperfect combustion
(b) Utilization of heat
(c) Ho saving of by-products
(3) . V/aste in colling and gas manufacture,
(a) Ho saving of by-products
(4) . Using fuel which, if properly treated, would
be more efficient.
v
In mining coal there is a loss of seventy per cent. of
the coal originally in the vein. This is due first, to the large
amount of fine coal left in the mine, because it ordinarily does
not pay to hoist it; second, to the amount left in the mine as
pillars, floor, roof and -vails, in order to render the mine
safe (3). The fine coal left in the mine can be hoisted and
after washing can be sold with profit. So too, much of the coal
now left in the mine as pillars, etc., can be displaced by better

and, in the end, cheaper material (4).
Mountains of culn arc found around nost of the nines in
the anthracite-coal district. For exanple, the amount of coal
loft as culn fron the WjTOnillg, Lehigh and Schuylkill regions of
Pennsylvania, hac been ostinatod to be thirty-five por cent. of
tho total production up to 1893 in that region. This anountc to
about 315,700,000 tons (5). So too, in tho bituninouc-coal
fieidc are large anountc of ccrooningc and clack coal --acted cvory
year. Although tho pnr cent, of coal cent to the culn and clack
hoapc ic not ac great ac it has been, ctill nuch in left to be
done
.
Ac rogardc the burning of the culn coal John R. V/agner
(G) ctatec that the requirenentc are clearly underctood, but the
fulfilment of then ic not. The culn bankc contain ac nuch ac
forty to ceventy per cent available and Marketable coal (7).
This, so EdTrard II. Willianc (7) ctatec, nay be utilized poccibly
first, by burning in the ordinary ctate; second, by reducing to an
inpalpable powder, and burning as dtist; third, by conbining with
cone substance to form briquettes. More than fifty patent c have
been iscued to uce the coal in the firct -;ay; cone thirty patents
involve the second nethod and norc than a hundred patent c have
been iccued for the nanufacture of briqucttec. One other, lJeison
Tf. Perry (8) suggests the nanufacture of water gas at the bankc
and the subsequent distribution through pipe lines. The best
success hac been obtained by reaching the coal and then burning
directly. J. R. ragner ( G ) cays the featurec involved in burning
the Bttall coal arc:- firct, nfcder grate blast, produced by fan or
by ctean jet; cecond, large grate area; third, grate so con-

structed as to constitute a piano surface without narrow grooves
or depressions There an appreciable amount of coal could lodge;
fourth, a hind of grata that will admit of rapid and easy ronoval
of ash or clinker; fifth, air spaces from one sixteenth to throe
sixteenth of an inch in diameter and not nore; sixth, cleaning of
fires without having the fire doors opon for any length of tine,
also the dropping of the ash into a closed ash-pit; seventh, thin
firos and frequent and careful firing, and eighth, reduction of
draught over fire as the value of the fuel or the rate of com-
bustion diminishes, this being effected by moans of a damper in
the flue or stack.
In the treatment of slack coal it is found that washing
gives a good coal and is profitable to the mine-owner • This will
be discussed nore fully later on.
What does inperfect combustion bring about? The smoke
nuisance. Here perfect combustion without loss of heat can be
brought about by a hot air blast or by the, Schlicht (9) com-
bustion process. This process was patented in March 109G. By
it the air is led to the place of combustion through the products
of combustion, by a short deflector -situated in or upon a stack or
flue. The heat absorbed by the air from the products of com-
bustion is saved and delivered to the combustion chamber. The
result is said to be a loractically perfect combustion of the gas-
eous portion of the fuel. Thus wo see that here, the heat that
would have been wasted has been utilised. Let us look at the
follov:ing example given by Andrew Gillespie ( 10 ) to illustrate the
utilization of -.That would be vrasted heat and also the saving of
by-products. The volume of gases coning from a blast furnace
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during twenty-rotor hours la over 40,000,000 cubic root. These
;-::r:oc are at about noo° Fahrenheit as they pass by the collecting
nain. The recruits obtained, from a plant recently erected In
connection with four furnaces, shovr that in addition to the usual
out put or pig iron, tho car, raises stcan in seventeen large high-
pressure boilers, hoats tho air In three regenerative stoves,
distils the tar into oil and pitch and evaporates the waste liquor,
rrhile the recovered tar yields seven gallons of oil and eighty-
six pounds of pitch and the ammonia liquor tvronty-fivo and one-
half pounds of ammonium sulphate per ton of coal put into the fur-
naces. Tho total recovery for 1805 fron 9^940 tons of coal car-
bonized in the four furnaces, anounted to 077,000 gallons of oil,
3550 tons of pitch and 1057 tons of ammonium sulphate.
In the Manufacture of gas and in coking coal by the
ordinary bee-hive ovens, much heat and all the by-products are
lost. VIthin the last fovr years by-product ovens have been
introduced Into the United States. In the Solvay system, sim-
plicity, low cost of construction, rapid gasification, recuper-
ation of waste heat, larger and better yield of coke and the
saving of by-products are claimed as compared with the bee-hive
oven. One oven produces annually four times as much colie as a
beo-hive oven, and the value of this coke added '.o that of the by-
products is at least seven times the value of the ordinary bee-
hive coke ( 11 ) •
Ho doubt a great saving can be effected if We use the
coals lorrer in ash, especially v;hen we can obtain them at almost
the r;ame price. Tfe not only pay for a noncombustible substance
in buying ash, but we also *;aste heat by heating the ash. Also
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cono ash, especially that from coals Iiigh in sulphur, ie very
annoying, in that it clinkers on the crates. Tho importance of
the per cent, of ash in fuel Is well illustrated by J. V. Schaofer
(12). Ho calculatod that when a coke containing fiftoon per cent,
of ash is used in a blast furnace there are required seventeen per
cent, of coke more than -hen a coke containing five per cent. of ash
is used. The extra amount of limestone used in the furnace, to
neutralised the silica in the ash would cost more than the washing
of the coal used for coking.
Fror. tho foregoing we have an idea of what vast impor-
tance are the production of coal and its use. Wo also see what
there is to do for the engineer and chemist in order to decrease
the enormous waste, However, this is not all. Not all bitu-
minous coals answer equally well for a certain purpose. Although
two coals nay be bituminous and approximately of the same chemical
composition, still it does not follow that they should behave
alike when treated similarly under the same conditions. This
behaviour of different coals i^resents interesting and difficult
problems for the chemist to solve. First let us consider the
pure chemistry of coal before we omimnrato some of these problems.
Some attempts have been made to show that coal is a
definite compound or a mixture of similar chemical compounds. In
1879 E. Gui^net (1.1) found that by treating bituminous coal with
phonol about two per cent. is dissolved. He believed that bitu-
minous coal always contains several wax - or rosin-like substances
Which are difficultly soluble, but which b}' treating with concen-
trated nitric acid yield oxy-picric acid. He finds that coal
contains a cellulose-like substance which at higher temperatures
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is acted upon by sodium and potassium hydroxides, Guignct has
also Shown that "by troatinc bituminous coal with concentrated
nitric acid, several Wfttor soluble substances, ouch an, oxalic
acid and tri-nitro resorcino, otc, are formed and that several
insoluble hydrogen containing, nitrated, explosive products, sol-
uble in caustic alkali, remain. Reinsch in 1885 (14) found a
snail ariount of coal soluble in strong potassium hydrate solution,
a sporty -ubstanco being precipitated on acidifying with hydro-
chloric acid. Kramer (15) (1G) in 1887 and 1800 considered the
coals as anhydrides of highly condensed glycols and glycolic acids
and their oxy- and anido-dorivativos. The analytical and thorno-
ohemical data, however, are lacking which would prove this. Luzi
,
1802, (17) seemed to think that possible/ coal is some derivative of
graphitic acid. All that has been done to show that eoal is of a
definite character, supports the viovz that it consists of a mix-
ture of organic substances with more or less mineral matter.
Our knowledge as to the condition of the sulphur in coal
is also somewhat limited, all we know is that some sulphate and
sulphide is present in most coal, but what condition the organic
sulphur is in, we do not kno- r . By James P . Kimball (18) it is
found that the gaser; given off in coking contain the following sul-
phur compounds:- II S, S02 , IIH^CIIS, MHJIS, CSO, CSo and HONS.
Thomas H. Drown (10) in 1381 found that on coking a coal, which
was low in FeSo and high in volatile combustible matter, the or-
gaxua sulphur was removed to the extent of t-.?onty to forty-five
per cent. But, in coking a coal which was high in FeSo and low
in volatile combustible matter the sulphur present as FeSg was
removed, rrhile the organic sulphur remained in the coke. It is
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certainly vary important to know how nuch sulphur will pass off
with the volatile natter, if the coal in question, ifl to be need
in the nanufacture of gas. The removal of the sulphur from the
gas, or the prevention of the sulphur getting into the gas, is a
problem which interests the gas Manufacturer.
Mmmi mill approximate and ultinate analyses have been
made of coking and non-coking coals, but no fixed rule has been
found to hold true as regards the best composition of a coking
coal. Fieok and Hart iff (30) clain that in a good coking coal the
ratio of the "disposable" hydrogen (or that portion which is in
excess of the quantity required to form water with oxygen present
)
to carbon nust represent more than forty to one thousand of carbon.
This rule does not hold in all cases. Richard Thomas (21) claims
that the fusing quality of a coal depends on the ratio of the
hydrogen to the carbon; this should be about one of hydrogen to
fifteen and six tenths of carbon. This rule also, does not hold.
The only way to test a coal is to coke it in the oven to be used,
as crucibles tests are not reliable (32). A good coking-coal
nust give a strong coke, Whioh has a metallic luster and character,
and which is lor; in sulphur
v
( below one per cent.), Phosphorus and
ash. H^re then is another interesting and inportant problem.
In general we can say that Illinois coals are not well
suited for coking and can not be used profitably for the manufac-
ture of gas. First, let us consider What has been done with
regard to the manufacture of gas from Illinois coals.
The only literature found on the study of Illinois coals
for the i -onufacturc of gas was the work of Louin II. Smith (£-).
He studied the following coals:- *iig Muddy, Odin Pea, DuQuoin,

Odin Limp, Assumption bump, Assumption Block, Kinmundy, Lincoln,
Athens and. Sangamon of Illinois. Those wore compared v;ith the
Youghioghony of Pennsylvania, Briar Hill of Ohio, and Oannol coal.
It i?as found that the yield of volatile natter uas on an average
equal to that of the Eastern coals. But in considering the
following points:- quantity of gas, illuminating pever, sulphur
and. cost, he found that tho different cor.ls varied groat ly. Still
it is the large amount of sulphur prosent in Illinois coals, that
prevents their more general use in gas mailing. Smi th ( 28) found
the DuQuoin coal the lov/est in sulphur, but its yield in gas vras
not as high as in the case of the Youghioghony coal, rrhile the
illuminating povrer of tho latter r:as also greater.
Korr car. this sulphur be removed? Tfith the present
methods of removing sulphur from coal gas, the cost is too great
and the extent of removal is by no means satisfactory. Some ex-
periments have been made along the line of keeping the sulphur in
the coke. Philippart in 1880 (24) found that uhen the coal is
mixed with twelve and one half per cent, of lime and then coked,
that a rather weak coke v;as obtained containing considerable
calcium sulphide and sulphate. It may bo interesting to note
that on fusing some iron ore rrith this coke an iron of good quali-
ty -ras obtained, and the slag contained considerable calcium sul-
phide. This rras, however done in a crucible. IIq other litera-
ture with regard to the production of iron by the use of such
coke, was found. But tho use of lime is also noted by J. Alfred
Yfanklyn, in 188H [2B) and 1884 ( 86 ) in connection ™ith the manu-
facture of gas. He calls the method the ".^oop.^r 's lime process."
In the references given above h^> states the follo*7ing as his con-
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elusions from actual practice:- that the coke is a good quality of
gas oofce, that the mount of hydrogen sulphide in the gas has been
reduced from eight or fifteen volumes to three and forty*-four and
two and forty-five hundredths volumes per thousand of gas, that
the carbon bi-sulphide has boon reduced fron thirty or forty to
eight and seven tenths grains per hundred cubic feet of gas, while
an increase of thirteen per cent, in the yield of tar and thirty-
six per cent, in that of ammonia was noticed. The expense of the
line used is nore than covered by the increase in yield of by-
products. This process -as used in England at the tine the above
articles -ere written. V/hether or not the method has been used
in America -as not determined, for no other literature on the sub-
ject -as found. John Fulton (8?) claims that if sulphur is pres-
ent in coal as calcium sulphide a large portion of it will ve
volatilized in coking. He, however, gives no authority and no
results on which to base his conclusions. Another way of remov-
ing a part of the sulphur is by washing the coal used. This does
not seen to have been tried, but we would expect to find the
amount of sulphur decreased in both the gas and coke.
In looking over the statistics of the manufacture of
coke in the United States it is found that Illinois produces less
coke than any other coal producing state. Below arc given two
tables on the statistics of the manufacture of coke in Illinois
(3).
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From the above we goo that tho production has been de-
creasing rapidly since 1891, also that no other than slack, and
mainly Trashed slack, has been used for coking since 1890. Illinois
certainly has considerable coking coal of an inferior grade. Un-
fortunately the bettor coking coals usually contain the higher per
cent, of sulphur and vice versa. Of the numerous experiments
nade in cashing the coal, none have boon able to remove enough of
tho sulphur. Hov/evcr, rrherever the best results have been
obtained cashed coal is used. Henry L. Luebbers (23), in 1374,
claimed that slack coal had been cashed in vrestern Illinois for
some time and after being pulverised and coked in retort ovens
yielded a coke uiiich is sufficiently dense for the blast furnace.
He did not give any chemical analyses and made no statement as re-
gards the kind of coal used. The report of the United States
Geological Survey for (1894 - 1895) does not corroborate this
statement, for, according to it, no coke, sufficiently strong and
pure to be used advantageously in the blast furnace, had been made
on a large scale in Illinois up to that time. In the last two
years, however, considerable experimenting has been done, and from
all reports probably some progress has been made too. One new
process is called the "Hemingway Coking Process." In this process
the ordinary bee-hive ovens are used, but instead of burning slow-
ly, the combustion and coking are brought about rapidly by a blast
of hot air. The inventor claims rapid coking with higher yield,
and a good desulphurization. The process is employed by the
"Universal Fuel Company, located at Thirty-fourth and Iron
Streets, Chicago. They have built a plant of thirty bee-hive
ovens of the new type and have experimented with numerous kinds of
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coal. The product presents a good appearance and it la olaimed
that it finds a ready market* In colling none Connellsvillc coal
at tho Chicago plant, they obtained a twenty-four hour coke,
which, fror. all appearances, was as good an a seventy-two hour
7rick coke.
.
Although many claims are made by the inventor of the
process as regards its value, still "^e have no analytical data to
support nor to overthrow these claims. All that can be said fron
pereenal experience, is that the coke fron sone Danville and other
lower grade Illinois coals, as nado by the Chicago company possen-
on a good metallic luster and structure. Another interesting
fact is that in tho Hemingway process washed coal is also pre-
ferred
.
Looking over what has been given we see that the washing
of coals is an important item in the utilization of waste and
other poor coal, also in the manufacture of gas and coke.
YThat does the washing of coal consist of? It is based
on the difference in specific gravity of pure coal and mineral
natter or very poor coal. In the wasliing the coal is brought in
contact with a current of water or air, the lighter and purer
carbonaceous material being ^carried away by the current. In
most washers water is used. These we can classify into four
different divisions, viz . :-
( a ) Trough washer
(b) Jig
( c ) Percussion table
(d) Those washers in which a constant up-
ward current of water effects the separation.
There are numerous washers in use, but the most effic-
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lent and most used are of the second type. Of this type the
Luhrig washer Is best represented in Illinois . The Robinson
washer, of the typo given under (&), is also used extensively in
this country, especially in the southern states. Without going
into detail as regards the description of the mechanism of the two
systems, we will sinply outline the methods, noting the essential
differences and give results obtained at some the largnct washing
establishments. Unfortunately we have no data on the comparison
of tho two washers, whon the sane kind of coal is being treated.
The Luhrig v;asher is really a form of the old Harts ore
jig, with the modification introduced by llr. Carl Luhrig. This
modification is that of having a layer of irregular pieces of
feldspar on the screen, when fine coal is to be washed. In this
process then, the coal is first sized before washing. The action
of the jig is such as to give an intermittent current of water.
This is certainly of great advantage in as much as flattened or
elongated pieces are thereby afforded repeated opportunities of
changing their positions and thus acquiring velocities more favor-
able to a classification according to density (no). The object
of the fedspar or the screen, in the- case of fine coal, is to
afford a difficult passage for the coal and at the sane time allow
abundant oioportunity for the action of the pulsating movement of
the water. Many of the details in such a washer vary with the
coal used.
The Robinson washer treats all the small sices of coal
in one operation; in it the coal is passed into an inverted cone-
shaped vessel, vrhere it is met by the constant ascending currents
of water, the separation is assisted by the continual agitation
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Based by stirrers. The good coal is carried upward and the
heavier impure material falls to the botton and is drawn off at
intervals. In this washer we can say that the stirring takes the
Place of the pulsating movement of the water.
Below are given sono of the results obtained by the
Luhrig system. The per cents, refer to the washed and unwashed
coal (1-). The author does not state wfaet&er these results were
obtained on the connercial scale or whether they were the re-
sults of hand washing.
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It is especially interesting to note that the coal fron
Crabtroe (No. 15 in above table) cave the following results vrhen
hand vrashed ( 18 ).
A
BlSe Kind Ash ^. S. .
l/8 in. to 8/8 in. Unv;ached 10.35 1.098 0.032
1 ti v'ashod. • G.88 0.G04 0.025
l/lG to l/8 " Unvrashed 10.GO 1.139 0.027
if tf if vrashed
. • G.213 0.G17 0.025
Under l/lG in.... Unvrashed 12.400 1.G0G 0.033
Fron this it appears that the analyses of the vrashed
coal as given in the table on page fifteen vrere those obtained
from hand vrashed samples, at least in cane of sample, No. 15.
Nevertheless the reliability of the lorocess is vrell shovm by the
following example. The firm. Cuninghane & Co. of Chicago, Illi-
nois, who claim to control the Luhrig patents in the United States
and Canada Dado a contract with the Alexandria Coal Co. of Greens-
burg, Penn., "to erect for them at their Crab tree Mines a Luhrig
coal vrashery, having a capacity of six hundred tons per day of ten
hours, and guaranteed to so cleanse the coal that in the coke nade
fron the vrashed coal there should not -be to exceed ten per cent,
of ash or one per cent, of sulphur and that in the refuse there
should not be to exceed one per cent, of available coal." The
average results for a period of tvro vreeks vrore ^ine and nighty-
seven hundredths per cent, of ash and eighty-two hundredths per
cent, of sulphur in the vanned coal. The entire vrashery is oper-
ated by three men, the actual cost of cashing the coal, When run-
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r.ir.g at full capacity, does not exceed throe cents per ton, and
the washer is said to "be able to thoroughly clean over six hundred
and fifty tons p^r day of ton hours. Another interesting illus-
tration of the removal of ash and sulphur by a Lulirig washer is
the remarkable work at Kattowitz, Germany, where a coal containing
forty-seven per cent, of ash, mainly pyrites, is washed down to
five per cent, and the residue used for the manufacture of sul-
phuric acid, which pays the whole cost of treatment (31).
The results from the washing of coal at the Pratt Mines,
Alabama, as found by J. J. Onnebee (32), will serve to illustrate
the quality of work accomplished by a Robinson washer. The table
below will show most satisfactorily what is accomplished. In
this table per cent, of volatile combustible matter includes per
cent.of moisture.
f*ff i.H-r
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Comparing these results with those obtained by the
Luhrig system, although not on the sane coal, seems to indicate
that both do about the name grade or work. However, the table
also Shows that the washing of snaller sizes of coal does not give
as 'satisfactory results as if larger sizes are used, in this
washer. The author states that the expense of washing the slack
is nore than counter-balanced by the higher yield in coke. The
plant is capable of washing foiar hundred tons of coal p^r day at
the expense of two and one-fourth cents pnr ton of coal.
As regards the work of '.-rashers in Illinois no careful
experimenting In connection with analytical work seens to havo
been done. There are perhaps a dozen coal washing establishments
in the state. Of these, at least one, the one at Braceville,
which is a Howe washer, has been used for sone twelve years. At
De Soto and also at Carterville are Luhrig washing plants. In
this investigation washed and \T.washed slack from the two last
mentioned places were -xav lined in connection with a number of
other unwashed Illinois coals, which vrere sent to the Universit}'
to be analyzed.
METHODS EMPLOYED.
Preparation of Sample.
No doubt the method of collecting samples could have been
Improved upon, but this could hardly be done rrithout considerable
expense. As it was, no systematic mothod for collecting the sam-
ples at the mines, car, etc., was employed. The size of sample
varied considerably, but when onco received at the laboratory it
was broken up into pieces about the size of black walnuts, (if not
already of that size or smaller), mixed, quartered and opposite
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quarters taken. This grinding, ailing and quartering was re-
peated twice; after the last quartering the pieces of coal were
snail enough to be crushed readily on the bucking-board. About
one-half a pint of the thus prepared coal was ground and all
passed through a hundred mesh sieve, placed in Mason fruit-jar,
sealed, and thoroughly shaken.
DETERMINATION OP MOISTURE.
The method recommended by the committee on coal analy-
sis (93) nas employed. Exactly one gram of the air dried sample
v;as weighed in a porcelain crucible, dried in an oven at 105° to
-
110° C. for one hour, cooled in a desiccator and weighed as soon
as possible. The only deviation was, that the crucible was not
covered While weighing. No doubt this method is accurate enough
for practical purposes, but according to V._E, Burk (34) some car-
bonaceous matter escapes at 100° C. and according to V/. P. Hillen-
brand (85) and N. M. Austin ( 3G ) higher results are obtained by
drying the coal in vacuo over sulphuric acid for twenty-four
hours. The difference in the latter case is about thirty-seven
hundredths of one per cent.
DETERMINATION OF VOLATILE C0M3USTIULE MATTER.
Here the old method of heating exactly one gram of the
air dried sample in a covered platinum crucible for three and one-
half minutes with the ordinary Bunsen burner and, without allowing
to cool, continuing the heating for another three and one-half
minutes by means of a blast lamp, was employed. After cooling
in the desiccator the crucible with contents and lid was weighed.
The loss less the moisture gives the per cent, of vola-

tile combustible nattor. According to the committee on coal
analysis (33) this gives higher results than the amount obtained
in practical coxing. They recommend using an ordinary Bunsen
burner for seven minutes. They also find that by heating rapidly,
a3 is the case in these mothods, there is no ash lost. Richard
K. Mo ado and Jane 3 C,
=
Attlx (37) find that the best way to obtain
accurate results on coke is to heat the coke in an atmosphere of
nitrogen or hydrogen. They also state that similar results can
be obtained by heating tho sample for seven minutes noting the
loss in weight and repeating on the same sample. The second loss
represents tho amount first lost due to the burning of the carbon.
The reasons the old method was employed in this study are, that a
Bunsen burner flame is a very indefinite nearvre and second, that
in all the previous work at the University the old empirical meth-
od had been U9ed« Seven minutes heating with some Bunsen burners
probably would not expell all the volatile combustible matter in
some coals.
DETERMINATION OP ASK AMP FIXED 0AR30N.
The method of burning the coal left from the moisture
determinations was found tho most satisfactory as it burned more
readily than tho coke obtained in determining the volatile com-
bustible matter. This is the method recommended by the committee
on coal analysis (33). The fixed carbon is determined by dif-
ference.
DETERMINATION OF SULPHUR.
l!r: orous methods have been proposed for the determin-
ation of the total sulphur in coal and coke, but by no moans all
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of them have been used to any extent. Below in given a classifi-
cation -Thich lnolUde&j nost of the important ones, at least.
(1). Deflagration Method,
(3) . W&X Methods,
(a) UBtng RWL or BVOg with HC1,
(b) Carius nethod.
Sintering Methods,
( a ) Bsehfca 1 s,
( b ) Kundoshagen • s,
( C ) Mm F. K. Stock's
(d) T. llal;anura »s.
(4) . Combustion in an atmosphere of oxygon.
The objections to the deflagration or fusion and also to
the Carius methods are that in order to get accurate results all
the iron and aluminium should be removed ( 38 ) as otherwise double
and basic insoluble sulphate tend to precipitate. If, on the
other hand, the iron and aluminium are first removed, the large
amounts of salts formed by the fusion or by neutralizing the
a ^ess of acid will by no means be desirable. Evaporating to
dryness to throw out the silica is not nocosnary according to R^.
W« Atkinson (4G) and others, for the barium silicate is completely
soluble in dilute hydrochloric acid, (47). In fact, by evapo-
rating to dryness whore gas, containing considerable sulphur is
used as a source of heat, a large error is introduced, due to the
absorbing of sulphur dioxide and possibly some sulphur trioxide,
from the atmosphere of the room. That this is the casn, in well
shown by the work of E. von Meyer (48), Punning (49), Alex (50),
Y/agnor (51), Lieben (52), Privozink (5T) and from personal experi-

snoe«
In lunge 1 * tret method, wnere the coal la treated with
nitric acid or a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric Adds, only
the sulphur present as sulphide and soluble sulphate is determined
).
Tho sintering methods are essentially alike in each
case the beating is carefully carried on until all the carbon is
remove"., in the Eschka (40) method sodium carbonate With twice
the weight of magnesia is nixed with one gram of coal and then
heated. In the Ilundeshager. (41) method the sodium carbonate is
replaced by potassium carbonate. In vr . F. Stock's (42) method
calcium hydrate only, is used, while in the Hakanura (4.3) method
sodium carbonate only, la used. In each case the oxidation is
completed by heating with sodium peroxide or ammonium nitrate, or
by adding bromine water or a solution of hydrogen peroxide to the
water solution or paste* Of these nethods the Eschka and
Rundeshagen are the ones that have been used most extensively.
Hundeshagen claimed (41) that not all the sulphur was retained by
sodium carbonate. This, however, is not the case as tho results
of J, 0. Handy (44), 0^_L. Heath (45) and others show. G. L.
K
Heath claims that Hundeshagen • s loss was due to careless stirring
of the very dusty Eschka mixture as compared with the more compact
Kundeshagen mixture. In the sintering methods as well as in tho
fusions, there is danger of obtaining too high results due to the
absorption of sulphur dioxide from the products of combustion of
the gas, Price (54), Presenius (55), Lunge (56), Hillobrand (57).
In order to eliminate this error some authors have made the cor-
rection by a blank determination, while others have used an aloo-

hoi lanp for a source of heat* The objections to the former are
that the blank Trill not be tho same from day to day nor trill all
burners give the same factor. Using an alcohol flane is a tedi-
ous task. From this then, ire see that all the methods described
have their sources of error.
By the combustion of the coal in an atmosphere of oxygen
all the sulphur and none other is obtained as sulphur dioxide or
trioxide. By the addition of a little bromine this is all ox-
idized to the trioxide and subsequently precipitated as barium
sulphate. T7« Hempel (53) performs the combustion in a strong
bottle, starting the combustion by the electric current as in the
bomb. After the combustion, water and a little bromine are
introduced and after all the vapors have condensed the solution is
removed. The time required is about one hour* This method is
accurate, but too expensive for ordinary purposes.
The method used in this investigation is the Eschka. An
attempt T?as made to remove the sulphur compounds from the gas. In
order to pass the gas through purifying solutions it was necessary
to have it under a higher pressure than was maintained in the gas-
mains. This was accomplished by connecting the exhaust of a
v;ater blast with the gas supply. Thus the gas was obtained under
a sufficient pressure to pass through three washing solutions,
each three or four inches in depth. The purifiers used, were
caustic potash, alkaline hypobromite and lead acetate solutions.
By no means all the sulphur was removed by this process. next
an alcohol blast ";as employed, but this could not be regulated
irell enough. Finally a G. Barthel gasoline heater r/as employed.
The noal -;as mixed in a throe inoh porcelain dish with the dry
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Lsciika mixture, boated slowly at first and finally with occasional
stirring heated to an high a temperature as could be obtained by
the "burner. It usually required two hours to burn aff all the
coal; in case of coke the tine was about twice as long. On cool-
ing, the sintered macs was transferred to a beakor with hot water,
15 c. c. of bronine water added and, after boiling for several
minutes, filtered and carefully washed with hot water. To the
fUrate were added abOtrl 10 c. c. of concentrated hydrochloric
acid, the soluti-v: boiled, and after all the bronine was expelled
the sulphate detemined in the usual way. Several blanks were
run and it was found tliat by heating the amount of Eschka nixture
necessary for one grain of coal a correction of two tonths of a
nilligran of sulphur (or ,02 Should be subtracted fron the total
per cent, of sulphur) was necessary due to the absorption of sul-
phur conpounds fron the air. A subtraction of .10 fron the
total per cent, of sulphur was found necessary, to allow for the
sulphur in the nixture and that absorbed. Fron this We see that
the greater part of the correction was due to the comparatively
inpure nixture.
Although no work of any importance was done in this in-
vestigation with respect to the condition of the sulphur in the
coal, still it nay not be out of the way to note in this connec-
tion, Drown' s method for detornining the soluble sulphide and sul-
phate in coal (59), (00). It consists in treating the finely
pulverised sample with 10 c. c. of a solution of sodiun hydrate
(of a specific gravity of 1«£6) which has been saturated with
bronine; then heating for ten ninutes, acidifying wit}; hydrochlor-
ic acid, again adding 20 c. c. of the hypobronite soiutio'n and
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again heating, acidifying and. repeating, After it has boon made
acid, tho third tine it ic evaporated to dryness and baked. The
baked residue is extracted with water and hydrochloric acid, fil-
tered, r;ashed, and the sulphate determined in the filtrate. It
is almost unr.ocessary to say that the method cannot give accurate
results, for tho influence of the large anount of sodium chloride
formed, and the absorption of sulphur compounds fron the labora-
tory atmosphere certainly are not favorable to the correctness of
the method* Nevertheless Drown clains to have obtained accurate
results in studying the behavior of sulphur in coal on coking, as
given in the original article ( 10 ) and on page seven in this i^a-
por. In the article, Drorm clains to have determined the sul-
phide only
,
by this method* The residue loft fron this treatment
he burned in a current of oxygen, determining the anount of S0o by
passing the products of conbustion through a standard potassium
permanganate solution and titrating back. In the ash left after
the conbustion he determined the anount of sulphate present. Ke
also determined the sulphate in the ash fron the sane coal without
first applying his nethod for determining the sulphide. To his
surprise he found much more sulphate, in the latter than in the
former method. This cortainly Shows that not only sulphide, but
also some sulphate are removed by Drown 1 * treatment.
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TABLE OF ILLINOIS COALS
ANALYZED IN THIS INVESTIGATION.
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Sample 3 131 to 10G inclusive, r/ere sent by the Bi£ Muddy
Coal & Coke Co.; 108 by the Surmyside Coal Co.; 110 and 111 by
II. v
r
. Ross; 112 by the Quincy Gas V rorhs, and samples 11? to 118
inclusive, by the St. Louis Big; Muddy Coal Co. The sizes given
for the cashed coals do not a~ree in the trro cases above Men-
tioned, for the sine of No. 101 wan just about the sane as of nun-
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ber 117 or siso Uo. 3 of tho DoSoto coal corresponded to eize No.
4 of tho Cartorville ffashflT* Unfortunately no irrud was receivod
fron tho Carterville washer*
comparison o? irons OP
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It nay be Interesting to note that the sulphate found "by
boiling the ash of the DeSoto coals with dilute hydrochloric acid
and precipitating as barium sulphate, gave the following per cents,
of sulphur as soluble mineral sulphate in the coal,
.041 .054 .0G8 .0G5 .040 ./IGl
1 of s as no„
.04.? .051 .070 .0G4 . 04G .279
Number 103 104 105 101 10G 102
These results vary in the sane vray as the total sulphurs
irlth the exception of sample 10C, which correr?ponds more closely
to the relation shorm in the ash determinations. That the sul-
phur determinations are at leaat relatively true is shovm by the
results obtained by using tha calorimeter to be described later on.
It is also interesting to loo?, over the results obtained by evap-
orating to dryness before precipitating as bariun sulphate. These
last results very plainly confirm, -.That has been said previously
on the danger of absorbing sulphur compounds from the laboratory
atmosphere.
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On the whole wo can say that the washing of these better
grade6 of Illinois coal in not as successful as might be expected.
This is especially true as regards the ror.ioval of the sulphur, the
ash however, i3 lowered in each case. The fact that the sulphur
is not lowered in each case, Shows that the pyrites is very uni-
formly and finely scattered throughout the coal. The fixed car-
bon see: is to be almost uniform^ higher in the -.vashod sanples and
the heating value also, as will be shown under the discussion on
the calorinotor.
A thorough and systematic survey of Illinois coals with
a special study of their behavior on washing 'Tould be of great
benefit to the coal consumers. It would certainly be very inter-
esting to wash some of the poorer grades of coal and compare the
results with others. Illinois is the second coal producing and
the last coke producing state in the United States, considerable
can be done to increase the value of our coal deposits.

so
Through the kindness of the Urbana and Champaign Gas Co., a car*
loa^ of the Carterville, No. 3 washed, coal war. tested on a practi-
cal scale in tho manufacture of gas. Two tests were made. in the
first test of twelve hours 8 tons of coal wore used, 3400 lbs. of
brittle coke obtained, considerable tar and an average yield of 3.5
cu. ft. of gas per pound of coal. In the second test of twei ty
four hours the average results are, for each ton of coal 1190 lbs.
of coke were obtained with a yield of 4.24 cu. ft. of gas per pound
of coal. The candle power was about twelve. The Pennsylvania gas-
coal then used at the works usually gave fairly good coke and a yield
of 4.80 cu. ft of gas per pound of coal. The candle power usually
is about sixte°n. Unfortunately the time was, too short to make an
accurate examination of the gas obtained from both kinds of coal.
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A HEW METHOD FOR
DETERMINING THE CALORIFIC VALUE OF COALS.
Of all the calorimeters used in commercial work in this
country tho Lewis Thompson la perhaps, most generally known. The
oxygen is furnished by the decomposition of a nixture of potassium
chlorate and nitrate, with which tho coal is previously nixed.
The decomposition is brought about by igniting the mass when out-
side the calorimeter jar of water. It is unnecessary to say that
such a crude method can hardly give accurate results. However
with some skill, experience and patience, fairly concordant re-
sults can be obtained providing the loss in heat is not too great,
due to too rapid or incomplete combustion. Jf the combustion is
too ra]dd, much of the coal is thrown out of the cartridge and the
gases rapidly passing through the water also carry off heat units.
The rapid combustion can be retarded by using more of the calor-
imeter mixture, as has been stated by Prof. S . T7« Parr (61). In
no case is the combustion entirely satisfactory. The results, in
order to be at all reliable, must be increased by fifteen per cent,
as Scheurer-Kestner determined (G2). It was in order to bring
about a more complete combustion that Pj >f. Parr, in 189G, (CI)
added some sodium peroxide to the mixture used in the Thompson
calorimeter. The combustion -as complete and more uniform read-
ings -ere obtained. He obtained an increase of ^CO to 400 13 • T.
U. by using one-half gram of sodium peroxide as stated. This
increase was due to the absorption of carbon dioxide and water
formed by tho combustion. Even if a perfect combustion is ob-
tained, still the errors involved are numerous and the method

4.1.
should r.ot be need if it can possibly "bo avoided.
If sodium peroxide aids the combustion, vrtiy not use it
alone? It can be wed alone, and after numerous experiments as
regards apparatus, manipulation, and condition of coal and sodium
peroxide, the calorimeter, of r/hich a sketch Kid description are
£iven bclor;, '.vas devised by Prof. Parr.
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The outor jacket of this calorineter is of the same kind
of notorial as that of Dr. Abater's apparatus, namely of indur-
ated fiber. The jar in a nickel plater), copper or brass can, large
enough to hold two liters of water. Inside this can are placed,
the brass stirrer I, which is run by a water-motor, the themone-
ter H, the brass stand G, and the bonb A, also of brass. The
bomb, as -re see, consists of a piece of brass tubing with a thread
cut into oach end. At the lovrer end is the solid plug B, at the
upper is the fitting which has the contrivance by noans of which
a red hot wire, about one quarter of an inch lone, c &n ke dropped
into the bonb. This is so arranged that when P is pressed down-
ward, D is lowered enough to allow the wire to pass between it and
C, aftor havinc cone down tlie channel K. The spring at E serves
to brine D back to the original place when tho hand is renoved
from P. The staiid G, is used in order to allow the water to cir-
culate under the bonb and at the sane time reduce the error due to
conduction of heat from the bonb. Tho bost thernoneter used was
a differential mercury thernoneter, graduated to hundredths of one
degree Contigrade.
To prepare the combustible for the bonb it should be dry
i
(oven dry), very finely divided (100 mesh), and nixed with enough
of the fine sodium poroxid (fine onough to pass through a nilli-
neter sieve). The nixing is brought about by introducing tho
combustible and poroxide into the bonb, closing the sane well and,
while holding F so that D will remain closod, shaking thoroughly.
Finally after a good shaking the bomb is tamped so that practic-
ally all of the mixture is romoved from the upper part of the
bomb. The bonb is now placod in the required amount of water,
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the temperature of which is as much below that of th* roon
as one half of the total increase in temperature duo to the combust-
ion of the substar.ee to be tested. By stirring a fairly uniform
temperature of the wat jr is obtained; the temperature is then noted,
the rod hot wire introduced as given before, and the stirring con-
tinued. If the temporatures are properly choson the highest read-
ing is taken and the increase gives the data for calculating the
heat of combustion by using sodium peroxide.
However, as stated before, the increased refilling over that of
the true combustion of the substance is due to the absorption of
the carbon dioxide and water. That all carbon dioxide is absorbed
is shown by the fact that practically no pressure is noticed on the
inside of the bomb during a combustion. A correction factor for
this absorption had not been previously determined.
The morjt ready method that suggested itself for determining the
heat of absorption of carbon dioxide ±q by the use of sugar carbon.
By burning some sugar carbon in the above bomb and noting the heat
developed, we ha^'e from five combustions the following results :-
Carbon taken. Na20o trken. B.T.U. observed.
1 £ri -"-« ft
f
Vf grms. 18951
1 1 18915
0.5 grn.
,
Ml 8.5 grms. 19094
18720
B 18971
However, this same sugar carbon When burned in the Mahler bomb
gave only 1^891 B.T.J, as the average of four readings. Accepting
14500 as the correct figure for the B.T.U. of pure carbon, this
shows that the carbon used was by no means pure. This being the

4G.
the purest at hand and tine being United a correction for inpuri-
tios was obtained as follows. Rather roughly speaking we may say
19801
that one gran of the carbon used represents or .9580 gran of
14500
pure carbon. This includes, of course sone snail elenents of
error which will not Materially affect the present case. Accord-
to this then the reading with pure carbon when burned in the perox-
18931
ide bomb should be or 197G0 B.T.U. This then moans that
9580
the correction factor for the absorption of carbon dioxide is
197G0 - 14500
or 36.67J&.
197G0

47.
The next task was to obtain the heat of absorption of the water
formed in the combustion of hydrogen containing substances. Ve
first attempted to do this by burning naphthalene, but we could not
obtain a perfect combustion. Next anthracene was tried with the
same results. Benzene also could not be burned completely, a layer
of lampblack and an oily substance being Termed on the walls of the
bomb i^ eaoh case. Next more complex substances namel^/ sugar, and
tartaric, benzoic and citric acids wore used. In each case good
combustions were obtained and also good duplicate readings. How-
ever, these could not very well be used for this calculation, on
account of the unknown behavior of the carbon and hydrogen in the
combustion of such substances. Water also, was tried in various-
ways and at one time quite concordant readings were obtained, but
they were not reliable, as in no case were we able to bring about
an absorption which seemed perfect. Finally the experimental meth-
od was dropped and taking the absorption factor of the carbon diox-
ide as correct we calculated that of the Water.
In the formation of sodium carbonate anr* sodium oxide from the
elements we have the following.
C + 40 4 4tya = Na^COo 4 Na2 (1)
= 878600 + 80400
353000 calories,
when gran molecules are taken. In the same way when the carbon is
burnei by using
-odium peroxide, we havo the same products.
4 « Na2 o2 = Na2C09 + Na^O (2)
Prom our determination ** find that one gran of carbon gives
8080 -r (1.00 -,2G67) or 11018 calories.
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One gran molecule then gives
11018 x it = 13221C calories
.
That is, from the two equations above W9 find that
(353000 - 132216) or 220784 calories
were required to decompose two gran noiecules of sodium peroxide,
or in othor words the heat of formation of sodium peroxide is
1/2 of 220784 or 110392 calories.
Knowing the heat of formation of sodium peroxide, we can
readily calculate what is the heat of absorption of water.
Na2°2 * H2 = 2 *Ia0H C 1 )
Nao -t Op 4 Ho = 2Iia0K ( 2
)
In (2) -.ve know that the heat of formation of 2Na0H is
102700 X 2 or 205400.
In ( 1 ) %he same amount of the same product is formed, but one gram
molecule of sodium perioxide must be decomposed. This decompos-
ition requires the same amount of heat as the heat of formation,
which is 110392 calories. Then in (1) we would hava a reading
which is 110392 calories lower than 205400, or 95008 calories.
In other words the heat of combustion of two grams of hydrogen by
means of sodium peroxide gives a calorimetric reading of 95008.
But the combustion of two grans of hydrogen by means of oxygen
gives G83G0 calories. Then
(95008 - G8360) or 26648 calories
represents the amount of heat liberated d e to the absorption of
the wator formed in the combustion. Then, in order to obtain an
accurate reading for the combustion of hydroger in t: e Parr calo-
rimeter we must subtract
26G48 4- 92272 = 28.87^
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of the reading obtained, fron the reading,
E* rery coal contai"' s besides carbon some "disposable"
hydroge v <. The per cent 3. of "disjoo sable" hydrogen and of carbon
vary in different coals and on first thought we might suppose,
that a different correction factor would be necessary for each coal.
If so, than this method would hardly be of any value. But with
the two combustibles, carbon and hydrogen, so close in their absorp-
tion factors viz.,
26.67$ and 28.87$
respectively, a oommn factor for the two seems possible. This
ever, more evident if wo take into consideration the relatively
low per cent, of "disposable" hydrogen ^resent in coals. The
uniformity of this common factor is well illustrated by the fol-
lowing table in which the amount of "disposable" hydrogen varies
from one to envon per cent, and the carbon, from sixty to ninety.
I $ c $
90 85 80 75 70 65 60
1 2G.72 26.72 26.72 26. 73 26.74 26.74 2G. 7G
2 2 G . 78 26.78 2 G • 78 26.79 26.80 26.81 26.82
qo 26.82 26.82 26 w82 26.8-3 26.84 26.85 26. 8G
4 26.86 26.86 26.86 26.87 26.88 26.39 2G.80
5 26.95 26.95 ' G.95 26. 9G 26.97 2G.98 26.99
C 27.00 27.00 27.00 27.01 27.02 27.03 27.04
From this ¥6 see that the common correction factor varies
from 20.72 to 27.04$ or a great out difference of .32$. As would
be expected, a slight increase in the per cent, of hydrogen mahes
a much greater change in the correction factor than the same or
even five times greater increase in the per cent, of carbon.

The ratio of carbon and hydrogen in coals in however fairly uni-
form. A general average, being 80^ of carbon to 4r' of hydrogen;
of these two the hydrogen very seldom varies by more than one per
cent, in either way. Even if a greater deviation is noticed, the
error in using a constant common factor (say 26. 80fj for 80^> of
carbon and 4'r> of "disposable" hydrogen) would be approximately
.16'' in either extreme. Taking the average total indication of
17000 B.T.U., then a:: error of .16-^ In the correction factor would
be about 27.2 B.T.U., which is well within the experimental error.
In addition to the above correction may be mentioned that for
the absorption of the water of combination in the coal. The hydro-
gen present as non-disposable is usually about one per cent. One
per cent of hydrogen if burned in the peroxide calorimeter would
generate 475.04 B.T.U., but as this hydrogen is already oxidized
we take into consideration (Wily the heat of absorption of the water.
This being 28.87^ of the total heat developed in the combustion,
we have in". 14 B.T.U. to correct for. Makii^g a calculation on a
coal hatoing 80^ of carbon, 4^ of "disposable" and 1^ of "non-dispos-
able" hydrogen we obtain a correction factor of 27.8^ of the total
reading. i
Below is given a table in which are tabulated the results ob-
tained by burning various kinds of coal in the Atwater, Mahler and
peroxide bombs. The correction factor used is 27. 00sj.
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In general ^re nay say that 27.00^ seonn the most satisfac-
tory correction factor. Ther^ ir: no doubt as regards the relia-
bility of the results obtained by this instrument. It has the
great advantages of being rapid, accurate, simple and comparatively
inexpensive
.
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